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Talking
Underwater



Mission demands—both military and civilian—continue to
grow for unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs), ranging
from clearing explosive mines to mapping the seafloor. But

whether they skulk in the shallows of the littoral zone collecting
intelligence or scan the oceans’ depths for water temperature and
salinity data, unmanned submersibles are only as effective as their
communications system.

And one major challenge to UUV and autonomous underwater ve-
hicle (AUV) communication is the very environment they operate
in—the underwater world. Most vehicles must either surface or de-
ploy an antenna above the water to report back to base via satellite
link, radio frequency or other wireless communication. Remotely
operated vehicles (ROVs) have a physical connection that makes
communicating more reliable, but the linking tether is also a leash
that limits how far the vehicles can roam.

Autonomous vehicles can also communicate acoustically through the
water. While acoustic communications systems have a range up to
20 kilometers, ambient noise—especially in shallow water—from
echoes off the sea bottom, nearby maritime traffic or even other sub-
mersibles can clutter the area with sound, making acoustic commu-
nication difficult to discern.

Communicating with an AUV can be a problem “depending on the
ranges you need,” says Kevin McCarthy, vice president of market-
ing for Hydroid Inc., of Pocasset, Mass., which has delivered more
than 200 underwater vehicle systems since 2002 to the U.S. Navy,
commercial and academic customers. “We use underwater modems
to communicate with our vehicles. In turn, the modems can com-
municate to a receiver on a buoy that can send a message via Iridium
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[satellite] so we have that ability to communicate widely.” Hydroid,
which makes the REMUS series of AUVs, was acquired by Norway’s
Kongsberg Maritime in 2008.

Bluefin Robotics, another AUV manufacturer based in Cambridge,
Mass., uses acoustic communications underwater although the type
of technology varies depending upon the size and mission of the ve-
hicle. “So when we look at a particular customer’s needs, we have
to weigh what is the application, and we might have several differ-
ent sensors to choose from,” says Dani Goldberg, Bluefin’s software
manager. “For the smaller, nine-inch [diameter] vehicles, space is
definitely a constraint. You’re dealing overall with less power, with
less space. You can’t put a huge telemetry system on it so you look at
a smaller solution.”

Radio communication underwater has been problematic for years.
“The worst thing radio waves can go through is sea water,” says Wil-
liam Porter, a retired U.S. Navy submarine commander. “Because of
its salt content, sea water quickly attenuates the signal.” But Porter,
CEO of WFS Defense, believes his company has a solution to the
communication problem. The Alexandria, Va.-based wireless com-
munications and telemetry firm has developed a concept based on a
Cold War technology to make longer distance radio frequency com-
munication underwater possible.

As Porter explains it, normal radio waves are significantly shortened
and compressed by a factor of 10 when they hit the water, but by up-
dating the Very Low Frequency (VLF) technology used by submarines
to communicate while submerged, WFS Defense’s electromagnetic
system can operate radio frequency (RF) communication modems in
adverse conditions such as mud, ice and turbidity. Ice reflects sound
causing “terrible reverberations” that are hard on acoustics, Porter
says. The “through water” RF technology will allow underwater ve-
hicles using the company’s SeaText and SeaTooth modems to com-
municate with submarines, divers, sensors and surface ships without
having to surface or raise an antenna, he says. The low frequency
communications also pass from water to air seamlessly, allowing a
direct link between nodes underwater and on shore or in the air.

“If somebody can get long-range underwater RF communication
going, that would be tremendous,” says Bluefin’s Goldberg. “That
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would be a hugely interesting technology to look at,” he adds, not-
ing that some RF communications developers say they have only
achieved a range less than 10 meters so far.

WFS Defense’s Seatooth modem offers two-way water-penetrating,
wireless RF communications at high data rates of 100 kbps for com-
pressed video transmission for a distance of up to 10 meters and its
Sentext system is designed for lower data rate communications up to
250 meters. Work is under way to increase range. The Navy’s 2004
Master Plan for UUVs says tactical needs “will require reliable high-
bandwidth communications over 10-100 miles.”

In addition to defense and homeland security applications, the VLF
technology offers advantages in energy and environmental under-
water exploration and mapping, Porter says. WFS Defense is devel-
oping the RF technology with Norwegian AUV maker Kongsberg
Maritime for use under Arctic ice in the energy sector on one of its
HUGIN AUVs. Meanwhile, the company is also developing under-
water communications with other manufacturers for AUV defense
missions.

Porter says his company, the U.S. affiliate of British-based WFS
Ltd., is also working on communications for smaller vehicles operat-
ing close to shore. That project will focus on data exchange between
an underwater sensor and a UUV and the vehicle and a docking
station.

Experts say there’s usually a trade-off between distance and band-
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width. Technology that can span the greatest distance, like satellite
communication, usually has the lowest bandwidth. “Those two fac-
tors, distance and bandwidth, are basically inversely proportional,”
says Goldberg.

Chief of Naval Operations Adm. Gary Roughead told a gathering on
unmanned systems at the Brookings Institution last fall that “band-
width for us is extraordinarily important.” But bandwidth isn’t the
only issue. “It’s also an antenna problem,” Roughead said, adding that
in talking about the challenges of unmanned systems at sea, “that we
move forward aggressively in the world of antennas because, I think,
that defines to large degree how much information you can move.”

The Navy’s Master Plan sees the underwater vehicles “as critical
communication and navigation links between various platforms—at
sea, on shore, even into the air and space realms. As with the other
missions, they can be operated from a variety of platforms, at long
standoff distances and for extended periods of time. A small vehicle
can function as an information conduit between a subsea platform
and an array, or it can clandestinely come to the surface and pro-
vide a discreet antenna. As an aid to navigation, UUVs can serve
as stand-by buoys, positioning themselves at designated locations
and popping to the surface to provide visual or other references for
military maneuvers or other operations. UUVs can also provide the
link between subsurface platforms and Global Positioning System
(GPS) or other navigation system, without exposing the platform to
unnecessary risk.”
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The 2004 plan goes on to say that “investment and realistic testing

operational sea states. Real-time or near-real-time RF communica-
tions are needed for missions such as tactical ISR. RF communica-
tions from a UUV to a host platform presents a challenge due to
limited mast height and poor stability while operating on or near
the surface. Investment is needed in acoustic or other (e.g., laser) un-
derwater communications technologies. Communications at useful
data rates while maintaining vehicle speed and depth remain a chal-
lenge for both submarines and UUVs.” Optical or laser technology,
while promising, is still in its developmental stages, both Porter and
Goldberg say.

Several manufacturers, such as Teledyne Benthos and
LinkQuest in the United States and Sonardyne in the
United Kingdom, use a variety of acoustic underwater
communications systems including modems, transpon-
ders and sonar.

“We definitely think [RF technology] its going to be sig-
nificant, but we’re not trying to challenge the status quo
systems,” says Porter, adding WSF Defense is trying to
position itself “in areas where these other systems are hav-
ing trouble working.”

He also notes that the WSF Defense technology can be
used for communications among multiple vehicles, such
as sensors, AUVs, submarines or other vessels. “You’re go-
ing to have a lot of AUVs running around to these vari-

ous sensors and then transfer the data from the sensor to the vehicle
and, at the same time, the vehicle will provide a charge to the sensor,”
Porter says.

Goldberg notes that Bluefin has operated multiple underwater ve-
hicles coordinating with each other acoustically while in formation
performing a mission. “We’ve demonstrated that actually a couple
of years ago” for an Office of Naval Research-backed program called
Autonomous Operation Future Naval Capability (AOSNC), he
says. Bringing multiple vehicles into the acoustic equation becomes
“much more complex,” Goldberg says, “because they all have their
own sensors potentially competing for bandwidth in the water, and
then you have multiple vehicles transmitting and receiving on the
same frequencies.”

He thinks future unmanned underwater communication “may be
defined by the requirements people have and the trade-offs that are
associated with the technology.” Goldberg says the technology is ma-
turing more and more every year. “New technology is coming out
there, new apps, new customer needs. Development proceeds along
with that. Communications is just one aspect of this very interesting
system and very interesting industry.”

In the future, Porter thinks underwater communications will be ad-
vancing in three directions: defense and homeland security; the oil
and gas industry; and environmental monitoring.

 “Think of this whole thing as a Venn diagram,” of intersecting sets,
he says. “There are going to be many technologies that have to be
pieced together to be able to occupy the entire spectrum of range,
speed, depth and capability. So you’re not going to be able to find
one system that’s going to be able to do all of it. It’s going to be an
aggregation of systems.”

John M. Doyle is a defense and homeland security writer in Washington.
He blogs at http://4gwar.wordpress.com.
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